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could always be featured in the bathroom and that the relative
cost of the curtain was greater than the plastic liner so that the
curtain gave the set its essential character. The US Court of
International Trade was not persuaded. It found that "it is the
plastic liner that provides the indispensable property of preventing water from escaping the shower enclosure."
US Customs argued that the legal Notes in Chapter 39
prevented rule 3(b) of the GIR from applying. Rule 1 of the
GIR says that "classification shall be determined according to
the terms of the headings and any relative Section or Chapter
Notes and, provided such headings or Notes do not otherwise
require, according to the following provisions" in the GIR
[emphasis added]. Chapter 39 Notes 1 and 2 exclude goods
. ~ that
covered by Section XI of the US Customs T ~ i f f On
basis, US customs argued that Rule 3(c) of the GIR would
require classification under tariff item 6303.92.90. Rule 3(c) of
the GIR is a residual rule to Rules 3(a) and (b), such that where
the latter rules are inapplicable, the goods shall be classified
under "the heading which occurs last in numerical order".
The US Court of International Trade did not accept this
logic. In the court's opinion, Rule 3(b) is a deeming rule that treats
the whole set as if it is a plastic liner. The US Court of Appeals
a f f i e d the decision of the US Court of International Trade.

Proper Standard of Judicial Review by
the FCA of the CITT Decision
In Deputy Minister of National Revenue v. Matte1 Canada
Inc.,' the Supreme Court of Canada explained the different
standards of judicial review that could apply to a customs or
trade law decision made by the CITT. It said that the standards
ranged "from patent unreasonableness at the more deferential
end of the spectrum, through reasonableness simpliciter, to
correctness at the more exact end of the spectr~m."~
The FCA in Mon-Tex Mills Ltd. v. Canada (Commissioner
of Customs and Revenue Agency) purported to apply the leading
case concerning the appropriate standard of judicial review of a
tariff classification decision made by the CITT. This case is
Deputy Minister of National Revenue (Customs and Excise) v.
Schrader Automotive Inc.l0According to this case, the appropriate standard of judicial review is reasonableness simpliciter.
Arguably, the FCA applied the more exacting standard
of legal correctness in reviewing the CITT's decision (the standard of review actually applied in Matte1 to determine whether
the CITT interpreted "condition of sale" in accordance with
sale of goods law). The FCA said:
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"It is possible to imagine a case in which the decorative
elements of a useful consumer product, even one as inexpensive
as this one, are so predominant that it would be reasonable for the
C l l T to wnclude that the product is primarily decorative even
though it also happens to be useful. If the CITT believed this to
be such a case, it was incumbent on the CITT to provide a cogent
explanation for reaching that conclusion. . . . However, a careful
review of the reasons and the record discloses no basis upon
it did.""
which the C I l T could reasonably reach the co~~clusion
Although the FCA purports to allow the CITT broad latitude in reaching its decision, the FCA actually seems to provide no judicial deference to the CITT's reasoning. It appears
to apply the most exacting standard of legal correctness to the
CITT's decision.
The reason for providing a certain amount of judicial
deference to the CITT is important. Only the CITT had the
benefit of hearing the evidence and seeing the exhibits put into
evidence, including samples of the shower curtain sets themselves. The CITT had said that based on a "simple examination
of the goods", it was apparent to the CITT that the decorative
elements of the shower curtain distinguished the shower curtain sets. Even if the FCA reached the right decision, it probably should not have interfered with the CITT's decision. It was
probably reasonable for the CITT to reach the conclusion that
it did, based on the evidence before it.
Both the FCA in Mon-Tex Mills Ltd. v. Canada
(Commissioner of Customs and Revenue Agency) and the US
Court of International Trade were circumspect in the scope of
their decisions, and carefully limited their decisions to their
own specific facts. Their decisions place great importance on
the fact that the shower curtains were "inexpensive" and "at the
low end of the shower curtain market." They left open the possibility that with higher-end consumer products, the decorative
features could be the distinguishing characteristic that gives
the products their "essential character".
What the cases reveal is that there are two competing
theories as to what gives consumer products their "essential
character". The one adopted by the CITT focuses on the decorative elements that distinguish the shower curtain sets from
otherproducts within the same class ofgoods. The one adopted by the FCA and in the US case of Better Home Plastics
C o y , v. U.S. focuses on the utilitarian feature that distinguishes the shower curtain setsfrom other classes of goods.

The Chapter 39 legal notes in the HTS parallel the US Customs Tariff
Chapter 39 notes in this regard. See the last sentence of Note 1 and Note
2(m) in Chapter 39 of the HTS.
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